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Toward High-Efficiency Ultrahigh Numerical Aperture
Freeform Metalens: From Vector Diffraction Theory to
Topology Optimization

Di Sang, Mingfeng Xu, Mingbo Pu, Fei Zhang, Yinghui Guo, Xiong Li, Xiaoliang Ma,
Yunqi Fu, and Xiangang Luo*

Optical metasurface is a 2D array of subwavelength meta-atoms that
arbitrarily manipulates amplitude, polarization, and wavefront of incident
light, offering great advantages in miniaturization and integration. However,
the presuppositions hidden in conventional unit-cell-based design approach,
including discrete phase sampling, local periodicity approximation, and
normal response, imply that the responses and interactions of meta-atoms
are almost impossible to be accurately modeled, thus impeding the effective
design of high-efficiency ultrahigh numerical aperture (NA) metalens. Here,
based on vector diffraction theory and plane wave expansion method,
theoretical limitation of metalens efficiency is comprehensively investigated.
It is identified that for high-NA metalens, theoretical focusing efficiency is
limited by diffraction capability of vector field, while evanescent wave
attenuation dominates theoretical efficiency decline for ultrahigh-NA
metalens. It is also shown that the efficiency of conventional metalens has a
huge gap from theoretical limitation, owing to imperfect diffractive focusing
and impedance mismatch reflections. To fill such efficiency gap, the
high-efficiency high-NA freeform metalens based on topology optimization is
further demonstrated. Particularly, topology geometric constraints are utilized
to reduce minimum feature size while keeping high efficiency. The results
could shed new light on the understanding and design of ultrahigh-NA
metalens and find promising applications in optical imaging, microscopy,
and lithography.

1. Introduction

Opticalmetasurfaces offer the unprecedented possibilities ofma-
nipulating light at subwavelength spatial resolution with planar
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components.[1–4] In comparison with
conventional bulk optics, the great
advantages in miniaturization and
integration of optical metasurfaces
have been demonstrated in various
optical applications, ranging from
deflection,[5] retro-reflection,[6] lens,[7–9]

light-field camera,[10,11] holograms,[12]

beam-shaping,[13] to polarization
conversion.[14] Particularly, owing to the
excellent focusing and resolving ability,
high numerical aperture (NA) metalens
is of great importance to the optical
applications requiring high-resolution or
large-angle light collection capabilities,
such as imaging, microscope, spec-
troscopy, and lithography.[15–18] However,
high-NA metalens suffers from the
well-known problem of efficiency loss
(i.e., its efficiency declines rapidly with
an increase in NA), especially for the
ultrahigh-NA scenario,[19,20] thus imped-
ing its practical applications.
Essentially, the low-efficiency issue

in high-NA metalens mainly originates
from the limitations of unit-cell-based
design approach and the influences of
the vector field effect. On the one hand,
the conventional unit-cell-based design

approach contains three implicit assumptions, that is, discrete
phase sampling, local periodicity approximation, and normal
response,[21–23] which ignore the lattice coupling effect and make
it unable to accurately capture the actual response of non-
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normally transmitted light. For the high-NA metalens where the
meta-atoms are rapidly varied, such three unfavorable effects
makematters evenworse, resulting in imperfect focusing and the
inevitable reduction of device efficiency. Theoretically, the field
errors caused by discrete metasurface sampling can be compen-
sated by using a smaller period or even the continuous phase
metasurface structures[24] to increase the sampling density of
phase profile. On the other hand, owing to the nonparaxial limit
and the nonfarfield approximation, the in-plane field amplitude
distributions of high-NA metalens are inhomogeneous and the
corresponding polarization distributions are complicated. There-
fore, the simplified unit-cell-based design approach supported
by the generalized refraction and reflection laws (that is a scalar
diffraction theory) is inadequate for the high-NA focusing scenar-
ios, leading to an additional efficiency loss. Instead, vector diffrac-
tion theory is a more accurate approach to analyzing the electric
field distribution and polarization effect near the exit aperture
and the image plane.[25,26] However, the comprehensive analysis
of the efficiency loss of high-NA metalens with the rigorous vec-
tor diffraction theory has been sorely lacking. More importantly,
the efficiency gap between the unit-cell-based design approach
and the theoretical limit based on vector diffraction theory is still
elusive, even though it is of vital importance for the high-NAmet-
alens design.
Optimization-based inverse design is an alternative scheme to

overcome the inefficient designs of the unit-cell-based approach.
Particularly, a rigorous full-wave solver capable of modeling near-
field coupling is required to accurately capture the collective be-
haviors of meta-atoms. And the algorithm efficiency should be
specifically considered for the metalens structure optimization
in high-dimensional parameter spaces. Adjoint-based topology
optimization is an efficient algorithm well-suited for high-NA
metalens inverse design, which utilizes the Born approximation
and the Lorentz reciprocity to sharply reduce the computational
complexity of large-scale electromagnetic calculations.[21,23,27–29]

Moreover, topology optimization can modify the discrete peri-
odic structure to a continuous freeform structure, offering a high-
efficiency solution for a variety of metalens optimization.[21,30–33]

However, the unfettered topology variations of meta-atoms oc-
curring even at deep subwavelength scale will introduce sensi-
tive and unpredictable alterations of electromagnetic scattering
response. Therefore, it is a great challenge to design a freeform
metalens to meet the practical fabrication ability while keeping
the actual efficiency almost undegraded.
Here, we theoretically and comprehensively analyze the ef-

ficiency loss behaviors of high-NA metalens under the non-
paraxial limit and nonfarfield approximations, by using a rigor-
ous vector diffraction theory and plane wave expansion method
(PWEM). The theoretical efficiency limit of high-NA metalens
bounded by diffractive ability and evanescent wave loss is in-
vestigated, and it is shown that the efficiency gap appearing in
the unit-cell-based design approach results from many compli-
cated factors, including the insufficient spatial sampling of phase
profiles and the field distribution error due to local periodic-
ity approximation and normal response. In order to fill such
efficiency gap, a high-NA freeform metalens is demonstrated
with adjoint-based topology optimization. Full-wave simulations
show that, even for the ultrahigh-NA of up to 0.99, the topology-
optimized freeform metalens can still achieve subdiffraction fo-

cusing with high transmission efficiency (62.5%) and focusing
efficiency (14.7%), demonstrating its great advantage in compar-
ison with unit-cell-based design approach. Furthermore, geomet-
ric constraints control are introduced into the optimization pro-
cess to meet the practical fabrication demand. Specifically, the
minimum feature size is greatly optimized from 5 to 100 nm
while keeping a relatively high focusing efficiency (12.8%), lead-
ing to a high-efficiency high-NA freeform metalens design well-
suited for practical fabrication. Our results may provide help-
ful suggestions for the high-NA metalens design and broaden
the general applicability of topology-optimized freeformmetasur-
faces.

2. Results

2.1. Vector Diffraction Theory of Planar Metalens

The metalens focuses collimated incident light into a spot in
transmission mode. Based on the generalized laws of reflection
and refraction, the desired phase profile 𝜙d(r) is discretely sam-
pled at the center of the periodic unit-cell and defined by

𝜙d(r) = −2𝜋
𝜆d

(
√
r2 + f 2d − fd) (1)

where 𝜆d is the design wavelength, r is the position to the center
of metalens, and fd is the focal length of metalens. Note that 𝜆d =
633 nm is adopted in all the designs demonstrated below.
As shown in Figure 1a, the vector diffraction theory is adopted

to analyze the ideal field distribution near exit aperture and the
image plane of an idealized planar metalens (see Note S1, Sup-
porting Information for details).[25,26] Here, the planar metal-
ens is assumed to be reflectionless and lossless, offering an ap-
proximation model for practical design. It deflects the transmit-
ted wave-vector, and the field perpendicular to the wave-vector
needs to be reprojected onto the coordinate axis according to
the direction of the deflected wave-vector. With a linear-polarized
monochromatic normal incident plane wave (Ein = x̂E0), the field
distribution after passing through a focusing planar metalens is
governed by

Eout(𝜃,𝜑) = t(𝜃)E0[̂x(cos 𝜃cos
2𝜑

+ sin2𝜑) + ŷ(cos 𝜃 − 1) sin𝜑 cos𝜑 + ẑ sin 𝜃 cos𝜑]

(2)

where 𝜃 = arctan(
√
x2 + y2∕fd) is the local deflection angle of

the metalens, 𝜑 = arctan(y∕x), and t(𝜃) = 1∕
√
cos 𝜃 exp[𝜙d(r)] ac-

counts for apodization function (i.e., amplitude factor) and the
spatially varying focusing phase profile imparted by the metal-
ens. Note that if the angle or polarization of incident light is var-
ied, the Equation (2) should be modified accordingly.
Based on the above theory, the magnitudes of different electric

field components near the exit aperture of metalens for different
NA are shown in Figure 1b. Considering rapidly changing spatial
profiles together with the feasible computation time, a medium
aperture of 32𝜆d (about 20 μm) was chosen as the computation
time increases significantly with the increment of metalens size.
For the low-NAmetalens (NA= 0.1), it has a relatively uniform Ex
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Figure 1. Vector diffraction theory of a planar metalens. a) Schematic ray diagram of light field tracking for a planar metalens. It focuses a vector light
field with a maximum azimuthal angle 𝛼. The transverse area and wave-vector direction of light rays traversing the metalens has changed. b) Field
magnitudes near the exit aperture of metalens for different NA calculated with vector diffraction theory. c) Focal spots in the image plane calculated by
PWEM. The scale bar has been scaled for each NA for visualization.

field distribution and approximately pure spherical focus phase,
with the negligible Ey and the relatively small Ez over the entire
aperture. However, with the increment of NA, the electric inten-
sity of metalens increases from the center region to the edge re-
gion. Simultaneously, owing to the depolarization effect,[34] the
refracted electric field includes not only significant x components
but also y and z components. More importantly, for the ultrahigh-
NA metalens (NA = 0.95) with a large convergence angle, such
depolarization effect becomes more apparent.
Figure 1c presents the diffracted focal spots in the image plane

corresponding to the electric fields in Figure 1b, which are calcu-
lated by the PWEM.[35] As expected, the focal spots of low-NA
metalens exhibit the circular Airy pattern by scalar diffraction
theory due to the suppression of Ey and Ez components.[35] In
contrast, increasingly significant ripples and asymmetry elliptical
focal spots appear in the higher NA metalens. As the longitudi-
nal z component of the electric field interferes in the focal region
with comparable intensity as the x component, it results in the
split of the bimodal focus; that is, the positions of the maximum
intensity are away from the optical axis along the x-axis.

2.2. Efficiency Gap between Conventional Metalens and Vector
Diffraction Theory

To thoroughly understand the origin of efficiency loss of conven-
tional metalens, a series of typical metalens with different NAs

is designed based on the unit-cell-based approach, as shown in
Figure 2. With the assumption of gradually varying metalens,
this approach decomposes the design space into locally periodic
subwavelength-scale unit-cells. Figure 2b,c present the simulated
electric field distributions for metalens with different NAs (see
Experimental Section and Note S2, Supporting Information for
more design details and results of other NAs). Specifically, Fig-
ure 2b shows that, with the increment of NA, the light intensity
distributions become more aggregated in the longitudinal direc-
tion. As shown in Figure 2c, the light intensity distributions in
the focal plane reveal that the low-NA metalens exhibit a circular
spot, while the elliptical spot emerges in the high-NA metalens.
Notably, these results are in accordance with the theoretical pre-
diction presented in Figure 1c.
To clarify the efficiency gap from vector diffraction theory, the

focusing characteristics of conventional forward-designed metal-
ens are investigated in detail. We start from the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM). Figure 2d shows the evolutions of FWHM
with the increment of NA. Notably, due to the linear x-direction
polarization incident, the FWHM of focal spots are totally dif-
ferent along x- and y-direction. For the high-NA metalens, the
corresponding FWHM along y-direction is much smaller than
that along x-direction, leading to the super-diffraction focusing
phenomenon along y-direction. Essentially, owing to the destruc-
tive interferences between the Ey and Ez components, such phe-
nomenon only depends on the Ex component distribution of
the aperture field. The sub-diffractive focusing in the y-direction
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Figure 2. Comparison of conventional metalens and vector diffraction theory. a) Schematic of typical metalens operating in transmission mode. The
inset shows a side view of the unit cell of metalens. For the design wavelength 𝜆d = 633 nm, the nanopillar height is H = 600 nm and the square lattice
period is P = 350 nm. b,c) Normalized intensity profiles of the focal spot for different NAs at the xoz and xoy plane. The dotted line and solid line
indicate the FWHM and focus area, respectively. d) FWHM comparison for conventional metalens and vector diffraction theory. The Fraunhofer scalar
diffraction limit of a circular aperture (FWHM = 0.514𝜆d/NA) and the FWHM of a circular aperture calculated by PWEM are shown. e) Intensity profiles
of a lens with NA = 0.99 calculated from vector diffraction theory, Fraunhofer scalar diffraction limit, and PWEM limit. f) Transmission and diffraction
efficiencies for conventional metalens and vector diffraction theory. The blue (red) region indicates the transmission (diffraction) efficiency gap between
conventional metalens and vector diffraction theory. g) Transmission field distribution in the normalized k-space for different NAs. kx and ky are the
wave-vector along the x and y directions, and the green dashed line represents the free space wave-vector k0.
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arises from the approximation of scalar diffraction limit and the
inhomogeneous aperture distribution of the Ex. Moreover, Fig-
ure 2d clearly indicates that the FWHM = 0.514𝜆/NA obtained
from the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is no longer applicable
in a large NA lens. Instead, the PWEM is a more accurate ap-
proach to calculate the field distribution in the focal plane. Fig-
ure 2e shows the difference of the Airy disc intensity distributions
of the circular aperture calculated by the Fraunhofer diffraction
theory and PWEM. Specifically, the central amplitude of the inho-
mogeneous exit aperture field is lower than the edge amplitude,
resulting in a narrower focus point in focal plane in comparison
with a uniform circular aperture. As a result, the corresponding
energy of the main-lobe is greatly suppressed, leading to the am-
plified energy in the side-lobe.
We then investigate the focusing efficiency of metalens, which

is calculated as the ratio between the optical intensity in an area
with diameter of three times the FWHM at the focal plane and
the total incident intensity, that is, 𝜂 = Ifocal2r<3⋅FWHM∕I

in. Note that
different definitions of focusing efficiency have been proposed in
the recent literatures,[19,31,36–42] and we select a more general one
here.[43–45] Particularly, to distinguish the contributions of trans-
mitted field and diffracted field, the focusing efficiency is divided
into transmission efficiency and diffraction efficiency as

𝜂 = 𝜂t ⋅ 𝜂d (3)

where the transmission efficiency 𝜂t represents the proportion of
the energy transmitted through the planar metalens to the inci-
dent energy, and the diffraction efficiency 𝜂d is the ratio of the
focused light intensity to the transmitted light intensity.
As shown in Figure 2f, depending on the evolution pattern

of transmission efficiency and diffraction efficiency, the com-
plexmechanism of efficiency loss behaviors can be distinguished
from four separate regions: I) Single Fresnel-zone region. When
NA < 0.15, the diffraction efficiency increases with NA. Since
the selected diameter is D = 20 μm, the metalens does not have
a complete Fresnel zone simultaneously, which means that the
phase change is less than 2𝜋. Therefore, the focusing perfor-
mance is mainly limited by the diffraction ability, making in-
complete focal point with the focal position along z-axis deviat-
ing from the theoretical value. II) Scalar diffraction region.When
0.15 ≤ NA < 0.6, the transmission efficiency is nearly 100% and
the diffraction efficiency is about 80%, which is consistent with
the results of Fraunhofer scalar diffraction of circular aperture.[35]

In this region, the loss of focusing efficiency is attributed to the
diffraction effect of light, that is, diffraction energy is not entirely
concentrated on a small focal point in the focal plane with a small
amount of energy leaking to form ripples. III) Vector diffraction
region. The transmission efficiency remains near unity when
the NA is ≈ 0.6–0.9. However, with the increase of the Ey and
Ez components, scalar diffraction is no longer applicable. The
field of Ey and Ez components destructively interfere at the focal
point, resulting in decreased diffraction efficiency. IV) Evanes-
cent wave region. When NA exceeds 0.9, the vector diffraction
effect remains dominant and it further leads to a sharp decline
in diffraction efficiency as the Ey and Ez components dramati-
cally increase. Meanwhile, the corresponding transmission effi-
ciency declines to nearly 80%, which could be explained from the
transformation theory between propagating wave and evanescent

wave.[46] As shown in Figure 2g, for an ultrahigh-NA metalens,
the main deflection wave-vector is close to the unit circle k0 and
then the leakage spectrum partially exceeds the unit circle. Here,
most of the evanescent wave may not contribute to the focusing
spot when it is scattered and re-emitted into the free-space, re-
sulting in a significant loss of transmitted energy. As expected,
the spectral leakage due to finite aperture decreases as the size of
planar metalens increases (see Note S3, Supporting Information
for details).
Consequently, the presuppositions hidden in the unit-cell-

based design approach lead to a huge efficiency gap between con-
ventional metalens and vector diffraction theory, especially in the
vector diffraction region III and the evanescent wave region IV.
Specifically, the diffraction efficiency gap results from the pre-
dictable field deviation between the predesigned responses of pe-
riodic unit-cells and the actual responses of nonperiodic config-
uration in conventional metalens, as well as the discrete phase
sampling design strategy. By contrast, the transmission efficiency
gap is mainly due to the inevitable reflection caused by a spatial
impedance mismatch, as it no longer satisfies the nonreflection
condition assumed in the vector diffraction theory.

2.3. Topology-Optimized Freeform Ultrahigh-NA Metalens

To overcome the shortcomings of unit-cell-based design ap-
proach and improve the efficiency of conventional ultrahigh-NA
metalens, we inversely designed the metalens with adjoint-based
topology optimization. As shown in Figure 3a, in the adjoint sim-
ulation, the metalens is excited by backward-propagating adjoint
sources that are determined by the desired electric field distribu-
tion. Specifically, the figure of merit (FoM) of topology optimiza-
tion is defined as the norm of complex-valued projection integral
that characterizes the minimum deviation of output fields from
the desired field distribution

F(E(x0)) = ∫x0∈Ω
f (E(x0))ds = ∫x0∈Ω

|E(x0) ⋅ E∗
d|2ds (4)

where E(x0) represents the electric field excited by a normally
incident electric field Ei in the forward simulation, Ed indicates
the desired electric field distribution in the exit aperture region
Ω, and ∗ represents the complex conjugate operation. Especially,
Ed is described by the Equation (2). As a result, the backward-
propagating adjoint sources in the adjoint simulation are gov-
erned by the derivative with respect to the electric field

𝜕f
𝜕E

= E∗
d(E

∗ ⋅ Ed) (5)

Based on the Lorentz reciprocity, the partial derivative of F rel-
ative to permittivity 𝜀 is given by 𝜕F∕𝜕𝜀(x′) = 2ℜ[E(x′) ⋅ Eadj(x

′)]
(see Note S4, Supporting Information for details), where Eadj(x

′)
denotes the electric field in the adjoint simulation and x′ repre-
sents the design domain. Then, the topology optimization starts
from an initial design and is updated iteratively by the gradient
ascent algorithm. In each iteration, the permittivity in every pixel
position is adjusted to approach the local optimal value, leading
to a freeform topology structure (see Experimental Section for de-
tails). Figure 3b presents a typical structure of freeformmetalens
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Figure 3. Topology optimization of ultrahigh-NA metalens. a) Schematic of forward simulation and adjoint simulation technique. The dashed line
indicates the exit aperture region used for FoM calculation. b) A typical structure of topology-optimized freeform metalens. c) Evolution of different
efficiencies during the optimization process for NA = 0.95 metalens. Inset shows the density geometry of metalens at different iterations during the
optimization process. d) Comparison of electric field distributions between conventional metalens (up) and topology-optimized freeform metalens
(down) for NA = 0.95. Scale bar: 2 μm. e) Simulated normalized intensity profile of the focal spot at the xoz plane and xoy plane of freeform metalens
with NAs = 0.95. The dotted line indicates the FWHM, and the solid line indicates its focus area.

designed by topology optimization, which is optimized based on
the initial structure as shown in Figure 2a.
To demonstrate the topology optimization method, we de-

signed a series of metalens with different NAs ranging from 0.1
to 0.99, whose intensity profiles at xoz and xoy plane are dis-
played in Figure S5, Supporting Information. For a conventional
metalens with NA = 0.95, the focusing efficiency is only 17.2%.

However, as shown in Figure 3c, the corresponding focusing ef-
ficiency is greatly improved to 34.2% after 150 iterations of topol-
ogy optimization, which is close to the theoretical limit of 44%.
Moreover, Figure 3d shows the electric field distribution of dif-
ferent components at the exit aperture for conventional metal-
ens and topology-optimized freeform metalens. For the conven-
tional metalens, the in-plane electric field distribution is discrete

Laser Photonics Rev. 2022, 16, 2200265 © 2022 Wiley-VCH GmbH2200265 (6 of 10)
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Figure 4. Topology-optimized freeform metalens with and without geometric constraints. a) Transmission and diffraction efficiencies, and b) focusing
efficiency of topology-optimized freeformmetalens. The shaded areas represent the efficiency gap between conventional metalens and vector diffraction
theory, as shown in Figure 2f. c) Representative structures of conventional metalens, freeform metalens, and freeform metalens with GC, in which NA
= 0.95. Scale bar: 2 μm. d) Enlarged views of the gray box in (c). The green dotted line indicates the grid of sampling points at the center of the periodic
unit-cell. Scale bar: 0.4 μm.

and inhomogeneous accompanyingwith the frequently appeared
abrupt shifts, leading to additional random intensity fluctuations.
In contrast, owing to the smaller field distribution error, the in-
plane electric field distribution of topology-optimized freeform
metalens is more continuous and smooth, and the abrupt shifts
are greatly suppressed. As shown in Figure 3e, unlike the signifi-
cant changes in the in-plane near-field distribution, the farfield
distribution of topology-optimized freeform metalens appears
similar with that of the conventional metalens, although the fo-
cusing efficiency is doubled.
Although the focusing efficiency is greatly improved, the

freeform structure has distinct porous structures and discon-
nected patterns with feature sizes even down to 5 nm, which
would be unrealistic for practical fabrication. Therefore, blur-
ring filter and geometric constraint (GC) method are further
adopted to eliminate the undesired patterns to meet the fabri-
cation requirements,[47,48] while keeping the focusing efficiency
not substantially collapsed (see Experimental Section for details).

Figure 4a presents the transmission and diffraction efficiency
of topology-optimized freeform metalens with and without GC
method. For the topology-optimized freeform metalens without
GCmethod, the transmission efficiency is significantly improved
especially in the vector diffraction region III and evanescent wave
region IV, where the reflections of inevitable impedance mis-
match makes the optimized efficiency only up to − ≈ 80–90%.
As predicted by the vector diffraction theory, in the evanescent
wave region IV where NA> 0.9, the transmission efficiency grad-
ually decreases due to the evanescent wave loss. In addition, the
diffraction efficiency in each region has been significantly im-
proved, as the topology optimization affords certain compensa-
tions for the field distribution distortions caused by the assump-
tions of local periodicity and normal response, as well as dra-
matically inhibiting the electric field discontinuities due to dis-
crete phase sampling. For the topology-optimized freeform met-
alens with GC, both transmission and diffraction efficiencies are
slightly reduced due to the topology structure limited by geomet-
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Figure 5. a) Focusing efficiency and b) FWHM of the metalens with NA = 0.95 at different incident polarization angles. The inset is normalized intensity
distribution in the xoy plane for the freeform metalens with GC, where the dotted line indicates the FWHM and the solid line indicates its focus area.
Scale bar: 200 nm.

ric constraint, especially in the high-NA region where more free-
dom is demanded for rapidly changing structures.
As shown in Figure 4b, the focusing capability of freeform

metalens has been greatly improved in comparison with conven-
tional metalens and is approaching to the theoretical limit, espe-
cially in the ultrahigh-NA scenario. Notably, even with an addi-
tional GC control, the focusing efficiency of freeform metalens
has no serious degradation. For example, it still has a relatively
high focusing efficiency of 29.1% at NA= 0.95. Furthermore, Fig-
ure 4c,d present the structure variations from the conventional
discrete metalens to the continuous freeform metalens with and
without GC (see Figures S6 and S7, Supporting Information for
the other NAs). In the continuous freeform metalens, both the
distinct periodic boundary and the lattice center are vanished,
thus implementing spatially continuous modulation of incident
electromagnetic waves. More importantly, the porous structures
have been completely eliminated in the freeform metalens with
GC control and the minimum feature size is greatly optimized
from 5 to 100 nm (corresponding to a 6:1 aspect ratio), making it
more easy-to-fabricate than the initial freeform metalens. Note
that the designed freeform metalens could be fabricated with
atomic layer deposition and electron beam lithography technique
(see Note S5, Supporting Information for details).
Due to the high degree of structure symmetry (along the x-, y-,

and y = x axes), both the FWHM and the focusing efficiency of
the designed metalens are theoretically polarization-insensitive.
As shown in Figure 5a, the focusing efficiencies almost keep con-
stant as the incident polarization state rotates from x-axis to y-
axis. Importantly, the corresponding elliptical focusing spot ro-
tates with the incident polarization to keep the ellipse’s long axis
in line with the polarization direction. Moreover, Figure 5b in-
dicates that the FWHMs along the long and short axes of the
ellipse also exhibit excellent polarization insensitivity with vari-
ation range of less than 20 nm. Particularly, for the 45◦ polar-
ization incidence, different types of metalens have very similar
values of FWHMs.

3. Conclusion

To summarize, we comprehensively demonstrated that, due to
the presuppositions hidden in unit-cell-based design approach,
conventionalmetalens has a huge efficiency gap from the theoret-
ical limitation obtained by vector diffraction theory and PWEM.
Importantly, we also revealed that diffraction capability of vec-
tor field and evanescent wave attenuation play different roles on
the efficiency decline of high-NAmetalens. On the one hand, the
light field cannot be perfectly focused due to the vector diffrac-
tion theory; on the other hand, the evanescent wave caused by
the finite aperture effect of ultrahigh-NA metalens makes a part
of transmitted energy to be scattered into the free-space, leading
to the rapid descent of transmission efficiency as well as focus-
ing efficiency. Based on topology optimization, we demonstrated
a freeform ultrahigh-NA metalens with efficiency approached to
the theoretical limit. By using GC control, the undesired porous
structures are successfully eliminated and the corresponding
minimum feature size is greatly improved while keeping high
efficiency, leading to the high-efficiency ultrahigh-NA freeform
metalens appropriated to practical fabrication requirements.
Table 1 summarizes the specific performance comparison

with polarization-insensitive transmissive metalens in previous
literatures where clear definitions of focusing efficiency are pre-
sented. It is shown that, for different NA regions, the focusing
efficiencies of our freeform metalens are significantly improved
compared with conventional metalens, even under GC control.
Particularly, the efficiency improvement is more remarkable for
the near-unity NA. Moreover, the ratio of focusing efficiency to
theoretical limit efficiency is adopted as an auxiliary reference in-
dex to characterize the efficiency gap between the designed met-
alens and the theoretical limit. As presented in Table 1, such ef-
ficiency gaps of our freeform metalens are narrower than con-
ventional metalens. For comparison, the focusing efficiencies of
our freeform metalens with a definite of 𝜂 = Ifocal2r<6⋅FWHM∕I

in are
further presented in Table S1, Supporting Information.
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Table 1. Performance comparisons of polarization-insensitive transmis-
sive metalens.

NA Ref. 𝜆 [nm] D [μm] Def. (2r <) 𝜂theo. [%] 𝜂 [%] 𝜂

𝜂theo.
[%]

0.11 [42] 625 112 6 FWHM 93.6 45 (exp.) 48

0.13 Our work 633 20 93.0 84.9a) →82.5b) 89

0.56 [45] 640 10.22 3 FWHM 80.1 47 (sim.) 59

0.60 Our work 633 20 78.9 66.3a) →61.8b) 78

0.99 [19] 715 600 ≈10.4 FWHM 38.4 10 (exp.) 26

Our work 633 20 41.3 29.4a) →25.6b) 62

a)Focusing efficiency of freeform metalens without GC control; b)focusing efficiency
of freeform metalens with GC control.

The adjoint-based topology optimization technique offers a
simple yet effective approach for overcoming the unit-cell-
based design limitations. By introducing a multi-objective op-
timization framework, such adjoint-based topology optimiza-
tion technique can be easily extended to other important func-
tionality designs, such as broadband achromatic metalens,
wide-angle metalens, and complex multifunctional single-layer
metalens.[21] To solve the design problem of large-scale metalens,
we suggest that the combination of topology optimization and
fast electromagnetic solution methods, including adaptive step
size, domain-decomposition approximations, and axisymmetric
restrictions,[28,31,36] allows for the optimization of metalens with
dimensions as large as a thousand wavelengths. Moreover, as
topology optimization is a gradient-based optimization method,
the presented freeform metalens are locally optimal rather than
globally optimal, which means that the focusing efficiency could
be further improved. In fact, deep neural network could serve as
a kind of robust global optimizers design by combining topology
optimization,[49,50] offering a promising direction for large-scale
meta-devices design.
We hope that the results presented here can serve as an impor-

tant step toward understanding the complex roles of vector light
effect on the efficiency loss issue in high-NA metalens, which
may also be helpful in designing other high-performance sub-
wavelength meta-structures close to vector diffraction-based the-
oretical limit. Finally, an exciting next step is to investigating
the promising applications of topology optimization in the field
of vector meta-optics, such as near-field surface-plasmon polari-
ton lithography.

4. Experimental Section
Numerical Simulations: As shown in Figure 2a, the metalens consists

of TiO2 meta-atoms (nTiO2
= 2.58) located on a fused silica substrate

(nSiO2 = 1.45), where the height of TiO2 circular pillar is 600 nm and the
square lattice constant is 350 nm. First, a rigorous coupled-wave anal-
ysis solver RETICOLO[51] was used for the parameter sweeps of large-
scale unit-cell library during the forward design of conventional metalens.
Then, both the electromagnetic properties analysis and the field calcula-
tion of topology optimization were performed by a commercial electro-
magnetic software (Lumerical FDTD solutions) based on finite-difference
time-domain method, and the results were converted from time to fre-
quency domain. In the simulations, the cutoff of convergence accuracy
was set as 10−6. The metalens were illuminated by normally incident x-
polarized plane waves and the incident field outside the metalens aper-

ture was blocked by a perfect electric conductor layer. The field in a small
volume (21 μm × 21 μm × 1.35 μm) around the metalens was simulated
and terminated on all sides by perfect matched layer boundary condition.
Owing to the symmetry of structure and field, symmetric boundary con-
ditions were used along both x and y axes in order to reduce the required
computational resources. Moreover, the electrical field on the focal plane
of farfield was obtained by plane wave expansion method in Fourier angu-
lar spectrum domain.

Topology Optimization: As shown in Figure 3a, the forward simulation
and adjoint simulation were excited by a x-polarized plane wave and the
𝜕f ∕𝜕E adjoint source, respectively. The optimization space 𝜌(x′) was rep-
resented as the density of pixel point that varied between 0 and 1 in the
each iteration of topology optimization process, eventually converging to
0 (air) or 1 (dielectric) at each pixel point. The pixel size was chosen to
be 5 nm (about 𝜆∕125) to provide sufficient control while avoiding the
overly fine features. The topology optimization started with a simple ini-
tial design 𝜌0(x′) (e.g., conventional metalens with partial fuzziness for
deinformation) and updated iteratively by gradient ascent algorithm until
all parameters converge to local optimal values or a maximum number
of iterations is reached. The optimization simulation was carried out on a
workstation with Intel Gold 6256 CPU and each simulation used 24 cores.
Particularly, each of iteration of topology optimization took≈160 s, includ-
ing both forward and adjoint simulation.

Geometric Constraints: As a simple yet effective way to control varia-
tions in spatial field, the density filter was adopted for the geometric con-
strains of topology optimization. Specifically, a filtered field �̃�(x′) can be
calculated from a design field 𝜌(x′) as ref. [48]

𝜌i(x
′) =

∑
j∈ℕi

𝜔(x′j )vj𝜌j(x
′)∑

j∈ℕi
𝜔(x′j )vj

, w(x′j ) = R − |||x′i − x′j
||| (6)

where ℕi indicates the neighborhood set of element i lying within the filter
radius, R is the spatial filtering radius, and vj is the volume of the element
j. Then, the projected field �̄�𝜂(x

′) can be characterized by an approximate
Heaviside function, where 𝜂 is the threshold value that implicitly deter-
mines the minimum length scale of the projected field. Therefore, when
the three design fields satisfied the following sufficient condition ref. [48]

{
�̃�(x′) ≥ 𝜂e,∀x′ ∈ {x′|�̄�𝜂 = 1 and ▿�̃� = 0}
�̃�(x′) ⩽ 𝜂d,∀x′ ∈ {x′|�̄�𝜂 = 0 and ▿�̃� = 0} (7)

all the projected fields within the threshold of 𝜂 ∈ (𝜂d, 𝜂e) shared a consis-
tent topology, which meant that a minimum length scale was expected on
the final field in the air and dielectric space.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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